MOBILE FORMS
Easy to Use Mobile Forms
Anytime, Anywhere

Custom Built
Forms

Offline
Access

DX Workflow
Integration

FORMS MADE EASY

Wide Variety
of Field Types

“

45% of form data
is submitted on a
mobile device.

”

DOMA’s DX Forms enables your team to fill out
and submit field data anytime anywhere – even
offline. Reduce your dependence on paper while
improving the accuracy, security, and functionality of your forms. Get immediate insight into
your form data with searchable, organized digital
forms that upload directly to your DOMA DX site.
•

Work Offline – gather data, manage all your
forms, and access your submissions folder
even without an internet connection

•

Robust forms options including location
tracking, barcodes, formula fields, conditional logic questions, and more

•

Automate workflows – send your team
forms with pre-filled data or set up a form to
trigger another form to be sent

EASY INTEGRATION
DX Mobile Forms integrates seamlessly with
you DX site, meaning you can easily transfer
your form information to other workflows
within your organization.

Don’t be left behind. Relying on
traditional paper forms could be
costing your business.

MOBILE FORMS ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
DOMA’s mobile forms app for iOS and Android is designed to
make form data capture simple from anywhere - even offline.
MOBILE FORMS
APP

Learn more: DOMAonline.com/dx-mobile-forms/

DX8 FORMS PRICING
DEVICE LICENSING........$40
Licenses are device specific meaning that you will
need to purchase a license for each mobile device you
would like to use. Add as few or as many devices as
you need for $40 dollars each.

FORMS TO GO
Instant access to your
forms from anywhere
on your mobile device.
Use your devices at
events or in the field
to collect contacts,
complete invoices, fill
out inspection reports,
and more.

DX MOBILE FORMS FUNCTIONALITY
Dispatch - send forms to users out in the field to alert them to new tasks.
You can also send forms with pre-populated data and let them fill in the
missing information.
Sketch - take photos and draw directly onto them to point out important details.
Unlimited Form Submissions & Storage - Don’t hold back! You can submit
and store an unlimited number of forms.
Capture Key Data - DOMA mobile forms allows you to attach photos, timestamps, geotags, and signatures. You can also scan bar codes, build forms
with conditional logic questions, or include formula fields for easy invoicing.

FORM BUILDING.......... $25-100+
Form price varies by complexity and starts at $25 each.
BASIC FORM............................................$25+
Basic forms have straightforward form fields and
generally have between 5-15 fields. Basic forms do
not have DX integration or conditional logic.
INTERMEDIATE FORM...........................$50+
An intermediate form does not include DX integration but may include up to 35 form fields, calculated
fields, and/or conditional logic. With conditional logic
the user’s answers change which questions appear
as they progress through the form.
ADVANCED FORM..................................$100+
An advanced form includes DX integration if requested and may have more than 35 form fields.
Advanced forms may include conditional logic,
span multiple pages, or have a wide range of input
options for a single question. These forms often
integrate with other workflows or include automated
reporting.

DX INTEGRATION . . .......... $100/hr
If you choose to build your library of forms yourself you
can still add on DX Integration and workflow building.
Get in touch to receive a quote for your unique project.

Get the Most out of your DOMA
Technologies Software Solution.
Minimize the need to scan and manually upload paper
forms with this quick, effective solution. DX Mobile forms
provides a new, easy to use way to upload content to DX.

